The Association of Air Pollution Control Agencies (AAPCA) is accepting applications for one graduate fellowship position for 2015. AAPCA (www.cleanairact.org) is a consensus-driven organization focused on assisting state and local air quality agencies and personnel with implementation and technical issues associated with the federal Clean Air Act. AAPCA’s members work collaboratively on behalf of states and the communities they protect to act as a conduit for and provide feedback to federal regulators on air quality rules that have significant impacts across the entire nation. AAPCA is based at the Council of State Governments’ headquarters office in Lexington, Kentucky.

**Graduate Fellowship Opportunity**
AAPCA provides a unique fellowship opportunity to gain real-world experience, working directly with the Association’s Executive Director, in carrying out the Association’s member-driven activities and programming. Day-to-day projects may include intensive public policy research assignments, website and social media maintenance, coordinating committee activities, developing and distributing newsletters, planning events, and engaging with air quality leaders in state agencies and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The fellowship may appeal to students in the fields of public policy, public health, economics, statistics, or other disciplines.

**2015 Application and Selection Process**
AAPCA is accepting applications for one graduate fellowship position for 2015. Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis through May 1, 2015. Interested graduate students may apply by submitting a résumé, cover letter explaining their career interests and goals, and one short writing sample to the address listed below.

AAPCA’s Graduate Fellowship operates on a flexible calendar with negotiable start and end dates. The fellow is expected to work 15-25 hours per week and will be paid $10 per hour.

Students interested in applying for a graduate fellowship at AAPCA may contact:

Clint Woods  
Executive Director  
Association of Air Pollution Control Agencies  
2760 Research Park Dr.  
Lexington, KY 40511  
859.244.8040 – office  
cwoods@cleanairact.org